We are going to:
• review the adventures we read about in this unit.
• read about and discuss the different kinds of adventures people go on.
Warm-up
Let’s talk!

What is your favorite story?
Jacob was ill and couldn’t leave his room. He felt lonely until he saw some funny _______ outside his window.

Who was outside the ill boy’s window?

- a) animals
- b) books
- c) aliens

Why did the boy feel lonely?
Nick and Oscar went to a planet covered in _______. They saw aliens, but they realized it was just a dream.

Who went to the planet and saw aliens?
- Nick
- Oscar
- Both Nick and Oscar

What did the alien ask for?
- a) flashlights
- b) ice cream
- c) clouds
HINT: Find the answer by solving the puzzle.

What was the ice cream planet called?

Read with the teacher.
Back on Earth, there was a village suffering from a **drought**. They needed rain for the **harvest** season. A band of ___________ helped to make it rain.
Meanwhile, Sir Eric was being a brave **knight**. He was fighting dragons to **save** the__________ from the old witch.
Let’s fill in the blanks. HINT: Fill in the blanks with the future tense of the given verbs.

Future tense: This tense is used when talking about the future. We make it by adding “will” to the root form of the verb.
e.g. go - will go, play - will play.

• The boy goes to school.
• The boy ______ ______ to school.

• She learns how to play the piano.
• She _____ _____ how to play the piano.

• The teacher gives his students some homework.
• The teacher _____ _____ his students some homework.

• He tells his mom about his dream.
• He _____ _____ his mom about his dream.

• He dreams about being a knight.
• He _____ _____ about being a knight.
Have you had adventures in your dreams?

What kind of adventure would you like to have in the future?

Which of these adventures did you like the most? Why?
In this lesson, we...

reviewed some words:
ill, lonely, planet, alien, drought, harvest, knight, save

read about and reviewed about different kinds of adventures.

I like alien adventures the most!

Plan an adventure with your friends.